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Abstract: Entry into science education for students with blindness or low vision can present economic and technological barriers to access. This manuscript discusses funding hands-on student experiences in middle school, high school, and post-secondary education. Further, the use of access technologies recently developed for science education is also presented. Partnerships between access technology companies that are committed to working together make access more possible than ever before. The shift from the Director Assisted Approach to independent data collection in a hands-on way to promote interest in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) careers is discussed.

Students with blindness or low vision (BLV) have traditionally been marginalized in their direct hands-on involvement in the science laboratory. It had previously been perceived that due to the lack of vision, safety and other related concerns, their full participation and integration into the hands-on active aspects of a laboratory experience were thought to be unwise and not safe (Swanson & Steele, 1981). A common solution to this challenge was to provide a person designated as a laboratory assistant who would serve as the student with BLV’s hands and eyes in the laboratory (Miner, Nieman, Swanson, & Woods, 2001). This has been referred to as the, “Director Assisted Approach.” This approach requires the student with BLV to verbally instruct the assistant as to what to record in the laboratory notebook. The role of the assistant can be either fulfilled by a classmate or other volunteer. A major disadvantage to the classmate’s serving in the role as an assistant is that it takes away from the opportunity this student has to contribute intellectually to the laboratory experience. Further, a disadvantage to working with a volunteer is that this individual may not be as committed to this opportunity because he/she views it more as an act of charity than a job. Therefore, a paid position is most ideal. This can commonly be done at the post-secondary level by an office for disability concerns or equivalent. Sometimes specific departments can also be asked to provide some funds for this type of accommodation in a research laboratory experience. Funding may also be sought from the student with BLV’s vocational rehabilitation counselor. Vocational rehabilitation agencies are funded by the United States’ department of
Education under the Rehabilitation Services Administration (RSA) (Willoughby & Duffy, 1989). The premise for these funds is viewed as an investment in the student with a disability to become employable and thus would achieve a lifelong career in a field of their choice thus allowing them to contribute to the workforce and pay taxes. However, funding resources vary from institution to institution. Therefore, the creativity of the student with BLV and the faculty he/she is working with is important to a successful hands-on learning experience.

In the early 1980’s, research led by William J. Skawinski at the New Jersey Institute of Technology developed a project known as, “Macrolab” (Cochin & Herman, 1981). This effort developed a series of talking laboratory probes such as pH, balance, and temperature sensors to be used in the science laboratory. Although these tools were innovative for the time, they were never mass produced due to high cost to replicate. Later, Lunney et al (1996) successfully interfaced a portable electronic note taker referred to as Braille ‘N Speak distributed by Blazie Engineering in the early 1990s with common electronic laboratory equipment equipped with RS-232 ports & ASCII output capability. This interface, although far more cost effective, was difficult to replicate due to customization needed in pin configurations on connector cables between laboratory equipment and the Braille ‘N Speak device. Later, Supalo et al obtained a National Science Foundation Research in Disabilities Education (RDE) grant to found the Independent Laboratory Access for the Blind (ILAB) project (Supalo, 2010; Supalo, 2007; Supalo, Mallouk, Amorosi, Lanouette, Wohlers, & McEnnis, 2009; Supalo, Mallouk, Amorosi, Rankel, Wohlers, Roth, & Greenberg, 2007). This initiative sought to develop a suite of talking and audible laboratory tools to be first used in high school chemistry and later other science courses. The ILAB team partnered with Vernier Software & Technology to incorporate text-to-speech accessibility support for one of the largest laboratory sensor computer interfaces to be used in secondary science laboratory classrooms across the United States. The Vernier hardware interfaced with a scientific data collection software package known as Logger Pro. This software driven interface empowers students to obtain highly quantifiable data sets. Further, it enables all students to perform higher functional statistical analysis on multiple data sets. Having quantifiable data enhances student laboratory learning experiences to more fully explain the science concepts being taught.

The ILAB team contracted with a software engineer to produce an interface between the Job Access with Speech (JAWS) text-to-speech screen reader distributed by Freedom Scientific and the Logger Pro scientific data analysis program distributed by Vernier Software & Technology. This JAWS/Logger Pro interface was later emulated to work with the Window-Eyes text-to-speech screen reader distributed by G.W. Micro. The Window Eyes compatibility with Logger Pro was due to a partnership between G.W. Micro and Independence Science, a science access technology company founded by Supalo. G.W. Micro has made a firm commitment to ensure science access for students with BLV in the science laboratory.

The Jaws/Logger Pro interface was field test-
ed over the six year period in fifteen schools across the United States (Supalo, Humphrey, Mallouk, Wohlers, & Carlsen, 2013). Feedback was collected from ILAB research participants and provided to software engineers to make revisions for the next academic year. Upon the conclusion of the ILAB project, no more financial support was available to maintain the JAWS/Logger Pro script files necessary. Therefore, a partnership with G.W. Micro to support and maintain a similar interface was established.

**VE RNIER SOFTWARE & TECHNOLOGY LABQUEST**

In 2007, Vernier Software & Technology launched a new product known as the LabQuest. This handheld computer (figure 1) serves as one of the first portable scientific data collection devices. This handheld computer successfully interfaces with most of the Vernier product line of laboratory sensors. Students no longer need a laptop computer to collect and analyze scientific data. The LabQuest is a powerful tool in an informal science learning setting and allows students to take quantifiable data in the field. This new innovative piece of hardware is equipped with a touch screen, microphone and headphone jacks, onboard rechargeable battery, and USB, USB mini, and SD card slots for expanded data storage. Additionally, there are four analog and two digital probe ports for Vernier sensors. There is also an internal microphone and speaker. Supalo, when he first saw the LabQuest, had the idea of wanting to develop a text-to-speech screen reader for the LabQuest. This would create the first accessible portable scientific data collection device for students with BLV. In 2009, Supalo’s firm Independence Science applied for and successfully obtained a National Science Foundation Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) grant to develop an alpha version of a text-to-speech screen reader for the LabQuest (Isaacson, Supalo, & Lloyd, 2013; Supalo, Isaacson & Lombardi, 2013). An educational research study was conducted at a residential school for the blind to field test the alpha version of this software application. A large majority of students with BLV from the sample of 27 participants indicated positive feedback towards the use of text-to-speech as compared to non-talking LabQuest technologies.

![Figure 1. – Vernier Software & Technology LabQuest](image)

These findings led Independence Science to apply for and successfully obtain an NSF-SBIR phase II award with the intent of development of further functionality and led to commercialization of the Talking LabQuest device. In December 2011, Independence Science made the Talking LabQuest publicly available. This device was sold as a product under development. All early adopters would receive free software upgrades through the
end of 2013 at which time the NSF funding would conclude. Therefore, this would ensure all customers would have full benefit of the R&D efforts by Independence Science no matter when they purchased the devices.

**SCI-VOICE TALKING LABQUEST**

The original LabQuest device has a series of buttons located on the top face of the device. These buttons are shown in figure 2. There are four navigation buttons shaped like arrows along with a center button that serves as the OK button. The meaning of the arrow buttons is implied to indicate up, down, left, and right screen navigation. The four corner buttons serve as a main menu button that contains a picture of a house on it. The lower left button is the file menu button. The top right button serves as the page forward button as the LabQuest contains four different pages titled, “sensor, graph, data table page, and notes page.” The top left button serves as the back button between screens. These buttons allow a student with BLV to have full navigation capabilities on all dialog boxes and menus on the LabQuest device. Further, an accessibility menu was added under the preferences submenu in the control panel to give a student with BLV control over the text-to-speech. These controls include, gender, speech rate, pitch, and tone. Further, localization efforts are under way to enable the LabQuest device to speak multiple languages. Other text-to-speech engines are being investigated for internationalization opportunities. (see Figure 2)

The Sci-Voice talking LabQuest also has an accessible periodic table of the elements application that can be accessed from the main menu. This talking periodic table application allows a student with BLV to navigate by means of arrow keys around the periodic table thus providing a physical geographical layout of how the elements are related from one to another between the columns and rows. Further, the OK button can be used to pull up a list box of approximately 20 facts on every element on the periodic table. These facts can range from atomic mass, atomic number, first ionization energy, electron configuration, visual appearance, discovery date, and who discovered it. There is also a talking scientific

![Figure 2. – Close View of Sci-Voice Talking LabQuest Navigation Buttons.*](image)

* Image borrowed from Talking LabQuest Quick Start Guide by Independence Science.
calculator application found on the Sci-Voice Talking LabQuest’s control panel. This feature can be utilized by students with BLV.

It is for these reasons that the Sci-Voice Talking LabQuest is one of the most useful science laboratory devices for students with BLV. Since the Sci-Voice Talking LabQuest interfaces with approximately 70 Vernier sensors from all sciences, this device is opening doors of opportunity for students with BLV and other students with print disabilities to have access to quantifiable scientific data.

The Sci-Voice Talking LabQuest promotes hands-on science learning experiences for students with BLV to consider career paths in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM). Through hands-on science learning experiences students with BLV are learning science by doing. It is this learning by doing approach further reinforced by Piaget (1970) that shows learning through participation leads to independence in the science laboratory. It is this perceived independence in the science laboratory that encourages more students with BLV to consider career paths in STEM.
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